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Our Core Values 

We believe we should show these attitudes and actions towards each other and our work: 

 

1. We are respectful of others: we treat others as we wish them to treat us. 

2. We approach life with resilience; we have self-belief and challenge ourselves. 

3. We work as a team and show friendship towards each other.  

4. We are independent, organised and try to solve our own problems whenever we 

can. 

5. We are responsible for our words, actions and belongings. 

 
 
These values are regularly discussed in the learning areas, the playground, in whole school 
assembly and collective worship. Children are encouraged to behave in an exemplary manner, 
to shown kindness and respect to each other, staff and property, to understand and to abide 
by the school values. 
 

The overall aim of our Behaviour Policy is to ensure that pupils learn in a supportive, 
caring and safe environment where behaviour has a positive impact on their 
learning.  We will use these Core Values as the basis for our high expectations of all 
children’s behaviour in school. 
 
 
 
 
1. Aims and expectations 
 

1.1 To encourage a calm, purposeful and happy atmosphere within the school.  

1.2 To foster positive caring attitudes towards everyone where achievements at all levels 
are acknowledged and valued.  
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1.3 To encourage increasing independence and self-discipline so that each child learns to 
accept responsibility for his/her own behaviour.  

1.4 To have a consistent approach to behaviour throughout the school with parental co-
operation and involvement.  

1.5 To make the boundaries of acceptable behaviour clear and to ensure safety for all.  

1.6 To raise awareness about appropriate behaviour choices.  

1.7 To give pupils, staff and parents a shared sense of direction and feeling of common 
purpose.  

 

 

Children’s Responsibilities 

 

Our Core Values 

We believe all children should show these attitudes and actions towards each other and our 

work: 

We are respectful of others: we treat others as we wish them to treat us. 

We approach life with resilience; we have self-belief and challenge ourselves. 

We work as a team and show friendship towards each other.  

We are independent, organised and try to solve our own problems whenever we can. 

We are responsible for our words, actions and belongings. 

We will plan and teach these values and attitudes so that the children understand them and 
follow them. 

 

 

Staff Responsibilities 
 
Staff responsibilities are to share the Core Values and use them to underpin high expectations 
about behaviour:  

 To make clear our expectations of good behaviour.  

 To treat all children fairly and with respect.  

 To raise children's self-esteem and develop their full potential.  

 To provide a challenging, interesting and relevant curriculum.  

 To create a safe, pleasant and stimulating environment, physically and emotionally.  

 To use rewards, rules and sanctions clearly and consistently.  

 To be a good role model.  
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 To form a good relationship with parents so that all children can see that the key 
adults in their lives share a common aim.  

 To recognise that each child is an individual.  

 To be aware of every child's needs.  

 

 

Parents’ Responsibilities 
 
 Parents' responsibilities are:  

 To make children aware of appropriate behaviour in all situations.  

 To encourage independence and self-discipline.  

 To show an interest in all that their child does in school.  

 To foster good relationships with the school.  

 To support the school in the implementation of this policy.  

 To be aware of the school rules and expectations.  

 
 
 
2 Rewards and Sanctions 
 
2.1 What we do to encourage good behaviour: 
 
This Behaviour Policy focuses on praise for all children who choose to follow our agreed Core 
Values. We want our pupils to make the correct choices in the way in which they behave. Our 
reward system is set up to provide praise for positive behaviour. This takes the form of oral 
feedback, stickers, DoJos, as well as certificates and special awards.  
 
Phase teams will decide how positive behaviour choices will be rewarded in phase learning 
area and the Core Values will be clearly displayed in each learning area and around the school. 
 

Every phase will encourage the children to follow our Core Values.  These will be explained to 
the children in an age appropriate manner. 
 
 
 
3 Consequences for choosing not to follow the Core Values 
 
The table below sets out the agreed system for dealing with inappropriate behaviour in and 

around the school. 
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3.1   A pupil will return to zero consequences at the end of each day. If a child reaches the 

fourth level in any one day parents will be informed by letter. This is merely so that 
they can keep track of their child’s behaviour in school. In such cases parents may wish 
to impose their own sanctions or may wish to discuss the matter further with the class 
teacher. 

 
3.2  The school does not tolerate bullying of any kind. If we discover that an act of 

bullying or intimidation has taken place, we act immediately to stop any further 
occurrences of such behaviour. We do everything in our power to ensure that all 
children attend school free from fear. 

 

Consequences 

If a pupil breaks a rule A reminder is given.  Nothing is recorded 

A second incident 
STAGE 1 

The incident will be recorded in the 
Behaviour Record – circled as W and 
appropriate behaviour code noted. 
 

A third incident 
STAGE 2 

He/ she will stay in class for 5 minutes 
(where possible during break time).  
Recorded in the Behaviour Record – 2 will 
be circled and appropriate behaviour code 
noted. 

A fourth incident  
STAGE 3 

He/she will stay in for 10 minutes. Recorded 
in the Behaviour Record – 3 will be circled 
and appropriate behaviour code noted. 

A fifth incident 
STAGE 4 

He/she will be sent to the headteacher/ SLT 
and parents will be notified via letter.  
Recorded in the Behaviour Record – 4 will 
be circled and appropriate behaviour code 
noted. All details of incidents sent to the 
office so that the letter can be generated.  

 
Parents will also be notified if their child frequently has to stay in, initially through a 
message on DoJo and behaviour will be monitored closely. 
A child can be placed on a higher stage depending on the severity of the incident at the 
teacher’s discretion. 
If behaviour does not improve, parents will be notified by letter and a copy will be kept on 
file. 
 

Severe Clause 
STAGE 5 
 

The headteacher will contact the parents. A 
meeting will be arranged if necessary.  Any 
violence, obscene language etc will be dealt 
with immediately at STAGE 5 
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3.2 All members of staff are aware of the regulations regarding the use of force by 
teachers, as set out in DfES Circular 10/98, relating to section 550A of the Education 
Act 1996: The Use of Force to Control or Restrain Pupils. Teachers in our school do 
not hit, push or slap children. Staff only intervene physically to restrain children or to 
prevent injury to a child, or if a child is in danger of hurting him/herself. The actions 
that we take are in line with government guidelines on the restraint of children.   
  

 
4 Fixed-term and permanent exclusions 

 
4.1 We do not wish to exclude any child from school, but sometimes this may be 

necessary. The school will follow the CYC and Pathfinder MAT current guidelines on 
exclusions in such circumstances. 

 
 
5 Monitoring and review 

 
The headteacher monitors the effectiveness of this policy on a regular basis. He also 
reports to the governing body on the effectiveness of the policy and, if necessary, 
makes recommendations for further improvements.  
 

The school keeps a variety of records concerning incidents of misbehaviour. The class teacher 
records minor classroom incidents in the Behaviour Record. The headteacher records those 
incidents where a child is sent to him/her on account of bad behaviour. We also keep a record 
of any incidents that occur at break or lunchtimes: lunchtime supervisors give written details 
of any incident in the incidents book.  
 
5.1 The governing body reviews this policy every two years. The governors may, however, 

review the policy earlier than this if the government introduces new regulations, or if 
the governing body receives recommendations on how the policy might be improved. 

 
Addendum for Covid-19 Pandemic 
 
Returning to school in September 2020 following the closure from March 2020, placed extra 

responsibilities on the behaviour and attitudes of the children who had to operate in a 
different school environment and under rigid health and safety considerations (see 
School Risk Assessment which is regularly updated).   

 
Time was spent from September constantly reminding the children about the expectations 

around: 
 

 Respiratory hygiene 

 Social distancing 

 Handwashing 
 
 
 
In addition there have been new expectations about working in bubbles, accessing the toilets 

and moving around the school site: 
 

 Stay where you are asked to be at all times 

 Follow instructions the first time (for younger children, after a warning) 
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 Touch only your own possessions 

 Keep your hands to yourself and do not touch others 

 Avoid spitting, shouting or putting objects in your mouth  

 Follow the system for moving around school and using the toilets 

 Follow the handwashing and hygiene plan set by your teacher 

The additional specific rules have been shared with the children from the start of this term. 
 
 
Signed: 
 
Date:  September 2021 
 
Review Date:  September 2022 


